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Computer science is no more about
computers than astronomy is about telescopes.

Dear Reader
Comput-ARGHHHHHHH!
Don’t know your algorithms from your elbow? Think the cloud is floating in the sky? Hate
printers?* Or do you love all things tech and want to share the joy? Either way, we’re here to help.
Who are Bright Little Labs?
We’re a group of techies and storytellers.
We make interactive stories to promote critical thinking, computer science, toilet humour and
equality for ALL kids. We're active in over 30 countries, have Cabinet Office backing, and have won
awards for our story-led approach to computer science. Oh, and our mums support us too.
Our founder, Sophie Deen, is a former lawyer, techie and school counsellor. Sophie previously
worked at Code Club, alongside Google and the Department For Education, to help introduce the
new coding curriculum in primary schools. She was named Campaign Female Frontier Honouree
in 2020, and one of Computer Weekly’s ‘Most influential Women in UK IT’ in 2019, 2018 and 2017.
Together, we’re on a mission to increase diversity in the STEM pipeline (that’s Science, Technology,
Engineering and Maths. NOT the stalk of a flower). We’re living in a digital age, and everything in
the digital age is built on code, so having digital skills is essential to understand the world around
us. Businesses think so too. Coding is the #1 sought after skill in employees. We’re proud to help
kids understand how the internet works, how data is shared, and how to use technology in a safe,
responsible and positive way.
Peace, love + code
Team Bright Little Labs

⚡
* we do too.
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What your kids are
learning at school
The National Curriculum
Here it is! England was the first country in the world to mandate teaching
coding at primary and secondary schools. Lots of other countries have done the
same thing since, including: Australia, Finland, New Zealand, Estonia, Lithuania, Japan,
Singapore, Slovakia, Poland and France.

What your kids can do with computer
science
Become very rich, rule the world etc.
Think about this: 3D printing human organs, speech to speech machine translation,
smart glasses etc. All of these are already possible! Just imagine what we could create
next. Whilst we don’t think every child will become a developer, we do want all kids to
understand the world they are growing up in and how problems around them could
be solved using computing. We want them to understand that they can be inventors,
innovators and entrepreneurs using technology in this way.
Whilst it’s the hardware that often catches our attention (gadgets!), none of these
machines would do anything without programming.

Jobs of the future
Tech job titles can be pretty unfathomable, so we’ve used a shopping market
metaphor to help explain what they are. Enjoy!
JOB

AT THE SUPERMARKET

ON A WEBSITE

User
Experience
Designer

want when they go to the shops. They might

This person thinks about what people want

interview families or observe shoppers in

from the website, making it easy to use and

competitor supermarkets to see how they

figuring out how to sell more products. For

behave. They will design the best shopping

example, when is the best time to show

experience, and come up with ideas like

someone an offer? It could be (a) when they

filling the store with yummy smells of fresh

are browsing or (b) when they are checking

bread from the bakery to make people

out. Sometimes a UX designer will test both

happy, hungry and ultimately buy more.

designs before making a decision. This is

The UX designer would also decide that

called A/B testing. The UX designer creates

staple items, like: milk, eggs, vegetables and

diagrams and flow charts to explain how

bread could be placed in opposite corners

the website should be organised. They

of the store, to make people walk all over

might create rough designs in black and

the shop and spend more money. Money,

white, called wireframes, that tell everyone

money, money.

on the team how the site will work but not

Called:
UX or UX
designer

necessarily how it will look.

User
Interface
(UI)
Designer

The UI designer takes the insights from
the UX designer and decides exactly
what the supermarket layout needs to
look like. They think about information,
colour, design, and aesthetics.This could
include signs for each aisle, prices for
each product, and even the ads on the
shopping cart. Everything needs to look
similar and people should be able to
easily find the information they need.

Front end
developer

The UI designer takes the UX designer’s
black and white wireframes and decides
how everything will look. It’s sort of like
colouring them in! They might pick colours, button shapes, or images to use at
the top of the website. Eventually, they
create a very detailed design that helps
everyone on the team know exactly
what to build and what the final website
should look like.

This person takes the design and actual-

This person takes the detailed design

ly builds it. In a supermarket, this might

from the UI designer and writes the

be a construction worker or carpenter

computer code that says where each

building the shelves and the counters at

picture is positioned and how a website

the front of the store.

might change on a website vs. a mobile
device. This person thinks in pixels and
visuals.

JOB

AT THE SUPERMARKET

ON A WEBSITE

Back End
Developer

This person does all the important work

This person writes the code that makes

behind the scenes. Before your

the website work. They connect the

groceries make it to the shelves, they

“front” buttons and input fields (the

have to be ordered, delivered and kept

things you can see and press) to a

in a stockroom where everything is

database where all the information

organised and easy to find etc. This

about prices and inventory are stored.

person might also coordinate how gro-

They will also build things like user login,

ceries get to the stockroom - by routing

shopping wishlists, and lots of other

shipments from farms and factories all

details.

over the world.

Full Stack
Developer

Artificial
Intelligence
(AI) expert

This person can do everything - from

This person can do everything. They

building the shelves to organising the

take care of how a website works AND

supply chain so that there is always the

how it looks! And they get paid loads

right amount of food.

too.

This person collects information, like

This person might write the algorithms

what times people are shopping, or

that try to guess what you might buy.

what products are most popular, and

They might base it on previous shops,

uses it to predict what might happen in

or they might take data from how you

the future. They might use the informa-

shop on other sites, and then suggest

tion they’ve collected, to make decisions

relevant items to you.

like what time to start putting out the
yellow sticker discount pastries.

Cyber
Security
Expert

This person makes sure secret informa-

This person makes sure secret informa-

tion, like payment details, stays safe and

tion, like payment details, stays safe and

secret. For example, storing employees'

secret, by encrypting them and storing

personal information in locked filing

the data on secure servers etc . This is a

cabinets, so that only the right people

super important role for all websites, as

can access them .

they can be targets of hacking.

Learn digital literacy with
the Agent Asha Gift Pack
A personalised gift to inspire the next generation
of coders, creators and critical thinkers.
Agent Asha teaches kids how to go undercover
(internet safety), design gadgets (computer programming),
avoid data-hungry baddies (digital literacy),
analyse intelligence (fake news) and more.

Use code CATS for 15% off

https://shop.brightlittlelabs.com/
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